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is a tool created by Daz that bypasses the Windows
activation procedure so it can be used without a
legitimate product key. In addition, users can also
export keys to install other updates, which helps to
gain secure access to the computer. If an update is
installed, the software downloads it from Windows
Update when this update is not yet available and
ignores all actions to introduce it into the system.
After the user downloads the infected Windows,
Daz redirects him to a checkpoint where the update
process will proceed normally, and all copies of the
product will be generated in a special way. After
that, the user can safely remove the installed update
and gain access to Windows 7, even after it is
already installed. If, for any reason, after
uninstalling the update, the user wants to restore
Windows 7 (for example, if he accidentally erased
a file or product key in order to later make changes
to the registry file), then he must act strictly
according to the instructions in the article. In this
case, the Daz update installation process will take
control again, although this time all keys will be
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removed from the system. Report a bug or typo
Misspelled line or word (required) Corrected line
or word (required)? Verification that you are not a
robot (required). To subscribe to new comments on
this material, please register or log in.The blog is
powered by WordPress For contacts: jim@umail.ru
Design: V.Larchenko (Focha)
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